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Abstract
Recent research on system level design has
produced a new level of abstraction for description of
hardware that is referred to as Transaction Level
Modeling, or TLM. TLM separates hardware into
computation and communication units and describes
each at a very abstract level. . Another important
property of electronic circuits, which is also modeled
well in TLM, is concurrency of tasks and operations.
Inherent concurrency of Ada, makes this language a
good candidate for design and description of modern
electronic systems. This paper* describes how to use
Ada as a system description language like SystemC,
and will use Ada compilers (such as Gnat) to evaluate
systems described using Ada. We refer to the
adaptation of Ada for system level description as
SystemAda. This paper reviews Ada programming
language requirements for modeling behavior of a
digital system at transaction level, and considers
possible approaches for extending Ada to meet these
requirements.

1. Introduction
Increasing complexity of today’s electronic systems
has obliged system designers to come up with high
level description languages for system modeling.
Today, Transaction Level Modeling (TLM) is
becoming a common way of simplifying system level
design and architecture exploration, allowing designers
to focus on functionality of the design and to be free
from Register Transfer Level (RTL) details [1]. At this
level of abstraction, a component either refers to a
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communication component, called channel, or a
computation one.
For design at the transaction level, different
Hardware Description Languages (HDLs) have been
developed based on application focus, tool
environment, and correspondence with hardware [2]. A
TLM language must meet two major requirements to
be appropriate for hardware/software co-design as the
first step in TLM design process [3]. These
requirements are: the ability to describe complex
hardware, and software development. SystemC, which
is a library of C++ classes, is currently adopted as a
TLM language by design community.
A study of the characteristics of Ada language shows
that it can also be used as a TLM language. An
important characteristic of the Ada compilers is that they
can catch a big part of the errors that C compilers
would miss.Inherent concerency of the Ada is also one
of its outstanding advantages over C++. Ada has a
high-level concurrency model whereas C/C++
programmers must use external libraries to mimic
concurrency [4, 5]. In addition, Ada extensively
supports multithreading and multiprocessing, while
C/C++ programmers have to rely on additional patches
[4, 5].
Predefined services in Ada 2005 make it possible to
trigger events at a specified time or when a specified
amount of CPU time has been consumed by a thread.
Another advantage of Ada involves invoking threads as
well as the notion of synchronized interfaces similar to
those in Java, which specify synchronization
properties. These features help linking object-oriented
programming to real-time activities [4, 5, 6].
In this paper, we introduce SystemAda as a system
description language for describing hardware systems.
This work examines two aspects of SystemAda: it has
to be able to describe hardware at the transaction level
(TLM), and it must provide a link to RTL and
incorporate RTL descriptions. For TLM, we describe
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TLM FIFO as the basic TLM 1.0 channel using Ada
and show how other TLM channels can be described
using this channel. For RTL, we explain a method for
linking Ada to RTL.
Section 2 contains an overview of Ada as an HDL.
In Section 3, major requirements for SystemAda as a
TLM language are explained. This section starts with
introduction of a method for linking Ada to RTL, and
then presents an overview of TLM channels and
implementation of their functionality in Ada. Section 4
describes TLM-FIFO application in a master-slave
architecture in Ada using tasks of this language.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. The history of Ada as an HDL
Most hardware developers use an HDL to design
hardware components, and a programming language,
usually C or C++, for simulation and testing. With
Kernel Ada, design can be integrated with testing, and
an iterative design process can be greatly simplified
[7]. The idea of using Ada as an HDL dates back to
1980’s. At that time, Ada compilers were timeconsuming and design abstraction level was at
transistor level, making Ada useless for hardware
description. Later, by migration of design to higher
abstraction levels, it was proved that Ada83 can be
used as an HDL for design at gate level.
In 1995, a new version of Ada called Ada95 was
defined with object oriented features which were
suitable for high level design such as TLM [8].
Considering Ada as the basis of the VHDL language,
which is one of the most popular HDLs especially for
complex hardware description at RTL, it will be more
favorable to use it as a TLM description language core.
By exploiting the inherent concurrency of Ada and
making use of its functions and constructs, we can
describe hardware components using Ada.
Figure 1 shows how a simple multiplexer is
described in Ada. The operation of the multiplexer is
described as an Ada procedure. The package body (the
lower part of the code) implements the multiplexer
Boolean operation using basic logical operations.
As mentioned before, software development is an
important part of design process in TLM and using
Ada in this design step has the following advantages:
• Reduction of debugging time [10]
• Ada compilers show many design and
semantics errors early in the compilation
process
• Problem (exception) handling mechanism [10]

package multiplexer is
subtype input is Boolean;
subtype output is Boolean;
mux_in : input := true;
data1 : input := true;
data2 : input := false;
mux_out: output;
mux_in_invert : input := false;
procedure mux (mux_in : in input;
data1 : in input;
data2 : in input;
mux_out : out output);
end multiplexer;
package body multiplexer is
procedure mux (mux_in : in input;
data1 : in input;
data2 : in input;
mux_out : out output) is
begin
mux_out := mux_in and data1;
invert(mux_in , mux_in_invert);
...
...
end;
end multiplexer;
Figure 1. A multiplexer spec and body package

3. Major requirements for SystemAda
Having the link to RTL and the ability to describe
TLM channels are the major requirements of a TLM
language. In order to provide a link between Ada and
RTL, an HDL package containing primary RTL
components is developed in Section 3.1. Since
communication is the main focus of TLM, and all of
TLM channels have been defined based on TLM FIFO
channel, a TLM-FIFO channel has been described and
instantiated in Section 3.2.

3.1. Linking to RTL
Providing an HDL package containing primitive
logic components described in Ada is an appropriate
way of linking Ada to RTL. Based on SIGADA kernel
Ada project, we have implemented an HDL package
which contains a subtype Boolean input and output,
one and two dimension buses of Boolean arrays and
primary logical operations which will use arrays as a
data storing structure. This way, other components can
be developed more easily and in a flexible fashion.
Figure 2 demonstrates the specification of this
package.
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package HDL is
subtype input is Boolean;
subtype output is Boolean;
type bus is
array (natural range <>) of Boolean;
type dimesion2_bus is
array (natural range <>,
natural range <>) of Boolean;

The program in Figure 4 shows how an integer
FIFO can be instantiated.
with Ada.Text_IO;
use Ada.Text_IO;
with fifo;
package int_fifo is new fifo(integer);
Figure 4. Generating an integer FIFO

procedure invert (xin : in input;
xout : out output);
procedure and_bit (x1 : in input;
x2 : in input;
xout: out output);
...
end HDL;
Figure 2. Outline of our HDL package

3.2. Describing TLM channels using Ada
In this section, we show the implementation of
TLM channels using Ada.
3.2.1. TLM-FIFO channel
FIFO is the channel based on which other TLM-1.0
channels are defined. The FIFO channel is generic in
size and type. By using this feature, we define a
generic FIFO channel in Ada to be used later for
defining other TLM channels. The GENERIC keyword
in Ada has the functionality of TEMPLATE in C [9].
Since in TLM data transmitted between components
does not have any limitation in size and can be of any
type, we use generic types in Ada for FIFO nodes to
simulate these capabilities. Figure 3 shows the code of
TLM FIFO channel described in Ada.
Generic TYPE fifo_element IS PRIVATE;
PACKAGE fifo IS
input : fifo_element;
output : fifo_element;
empty_flag : boolean;
TYPE fifo_node;
TYPE fifo_channel IS ACCESS fifo_node;
TYPE fifo_node IS RECORD
data : fifo_element;
link : fifo_channel;
END RECORD;
Head : fifo_channel;
PROCEDURE add_fifo;
PROCEDURE rem_fifo;
...
END fifo;
Figure 3. Generic FIFO

3.2.2. Other TLM Channels in Ada
To implement other TLM channels, hierarchical
packages should be used. This allows defining new
channels that are based on the FIFO channel.
Figure 5 shows hierarchical package format in Ada
95. Here, the package named outer contains two inner
child packages and their bodies.
package outer is
package inner_1 is
...
end inner_1;
end outer;
package outer.inner_2 is
...
end outer.inner_2;
Figure 5. Hierarchical package format in Ada 95

By defining a generic FIFO and using hierarchical
packages, other channels based on FIFO can be
described. Figure 6 shows the way we have developed
this concept.
with Ada.Text_IO;
use Ada.Text_IO;
Generic package fifo.channel2 is
--channel2 extra functions
end fifo.channel2;
Figure 6. Describing a channel based on FIFO

channel2 shown in this figure has its own body and
implementation and is also generic. The FIFO channel
can be used to implement other kinds of channels.

4. Master-slave architecture in TLM
We have modeled a master-slave architecture using
Ada. A master module puts data into a TLM FIFO
channel and the slave gets the data from the FIFO and
processes it. We have used the concept of tasks in Ada
which are introduced in the following subsection.
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4.1. Task overview
Tasks are the basic elements for implementing
concurrency in Ada. Each Task can communicate with
other tasks and will proceed until a specified delay, and
works as though it is running on a separate computer.
This is achieved by the entry concept which defines
what information should be sent when a task is
required, and what should be done. Tasks can be
sensitive to activation of one or more entries [2, 8, 11].
Some of the features of tasks are as follows [8]:
• Waiting for other tasks to complete.
• Sending messages between each other (by using
entries) called rendezvous
• Setting global variables to communicate.
Like packages, tasks have a declaration and a body.
A task body defines what the task will do when it starts
up. SELECT and ACCEPT statements together mark
alternative entry points for messages into a task [13].
The SELECT block can contain many ACCEPT
statements, separated by the reserve word "OR".
Messages sent to the receiving task are processed in the
select block in the order they are received [13].

procedure TLM_Master_Slave is
task type fifo_task is
entry add;
entry remove;
end fifo_task;
task body fifo_task is
begin
loop
select
accept add;
add_fifo;
accept remove;
rem_fifo;
end select;
end loop;
end fifo_task;
fifo1:fifo_task;
//task type slave definition
//task type master definition
slave1:slave;
master1:master;
begin
loop
master1.start;
end loop;
end TLM_Master_Slave;
Figure 8. Master-slave TLM modeled using task feature

4.2. Master-slave TLM model
The block diagram of TLM master-slave architecture
is shown in Figure 7. There are two modules in the
system: a Master module which adds numbers to an
integer FIFO and a Slave module which removes
numbers from the integer FIFO and processes them.

Figure 7. TLM master-slave architecture

The procedure of Figure 8 shows the TLM masterslave modeled in Ada using Ada tasks. Three tasks
have been defined in the system: the first one, which is
named fifo_task, performs the main operation of the
FIFO through the entries add and remove, the names of
which imply their functionalities. The other two tasks
implement the functionality of master and slave
modules. Since these modules start in non-conditional
loops, this process will never end.

Figure 9 shows the Master task. It has an entry
named start. By accepting start in an infinite loop, it
inserts a data into the FIFO and activates entry start for
the Slave task.
task type master is
entry start;
end master;
task body master is
begin
loop
accept start;
...
fifo1.add;
slave1.start;
end loop;
end master;
Figure 9. Master task

Salve is described in Figure 10. It also has an entry
named start. By accepting start in a never-ending loop,
it removes a data from the FIFO.
Although we have treated a simple example in Ada,
but this clearly shows the power of this language for
descriptions where communications happen through
complex components, which is what characterizes the
new system level design strategy.
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task type slave is
entry start;
end slave;
task body slave is
begin
loop
accept start;
fifo1.remove;
...
end loop;
end slave;
Figure 10. Slave Task
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With designs getting more complex, the need for
system description languages is more revealed. The
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description of other necessary TLM features in Ada.
We will also improve our HDL package in Ada to
describe more basic RTL constructs, and finally we
will use these features to implement some complex
hardware components at the system level. This
research parallels the work we are doing on defining
languages and tools for designs at the system-level
beyond RTL.
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